
	
	

HP Abandons Testing Tools Market: 
What You Should Do Next 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Co. (HPE) has neglected their software testing products 
for years and recently decided to spin-off and sell its software assets entirely to    
Micro Focus. The list of tools being spun off and merged includes HP Unified Functional 
Testing (UFT), Quality Center, LoadRunner, Application Life Cycle Management, among 
others. 

Over the past few months, we have seen HP customers aggressively moving off HP’s leg-
acy testing products in favor of modern, affordable solutions like those from SmartBear. 

The goal of this whitepaper is to shed light on following four areas:  

1. Traditional Challenges with HP Testing tools 

2. HP-Micro Focus Merger: Why You Should Be Concerned 

3. An Unbiased Analyst View into HP’s Performance   

4. What Analysts Recommend Given Recent Developments   

5. How SmartBear Can Help? 

 

Traditional Challenges with HP Testing tools  

The concept of Agile has become increasingly popular as or-
ganizations try to meet faster delivery schedules with reduced 
timelines and costs. However, implementing an Agile testing 
process using an antiquated HP toolset can be a struggle.         
This is something that we have heard a lot from customers. 

“SmartBear QAComplete Delivers Same Robust 
Testing and Defect Management Capabilities as HP 
Quality Center—at 10X Less the Cost” 

- Peter McInally, Technology Build 
&Test Manager, Scottish Water 

“QAComplete reduced our software                 
licensing and support costs by about 7X as 
compared HP Quality Center.” 

- Emilio	Moya,	Global	Head	of	QA,	
Riplife	Gaming	Technologies 

Other things that have made HP customers reconsider 
their relationship include: 

• Support Quality and Timeliness: Customers fre-
quently report that HP’s product support teams are 
slow to respond and provide insufficient guidance 
about how to implement product capabilities, integrate 
tools, or even work around known product issues. This 



	

results in lost time and increased risk of shipping code 
with issues. 

• Support Costs: HP Testing Tools are complex and ex-
pensive to support and maintain. Upgrades are time 
consuming. New versions often deprecate key features 
without notice. This results in increased cost and intro-
duces risk to customers’ test automation frameworks. 

• Licensing Costs: Expensive renewal rates, software li-
cense fees, along with dedicated external consultant 
fees can often result in costs associated with HP test-
ing tools going out of hand. 

• Roadmap Uncertainty: Given HP’s recent spin-merge 
with Micro Focus, customers frequently report that 
there is very little visibility into the future product plans 
and viability. New versions often deprecate key fea-
tures without notice. This results in uncertainty and in-
troduces risk to customers’ test automation frame-
works. 

• Limited Integrations: Integrating HP Testing tools 
with other tools in your ecosystem often comes at an 
additional cost.  Take for instance the example of link-
ing UFT to JIRA, the most commonly used defect man-
agement tool. In this case, you may have to buy an ad-
ditional plugin for the tools to work together. If you 
have to integrate UFT with SCMs like TFS or Mercurial, 
additional plugins need to be installed and maintained. 
From what we hear, this process can easily get cum-
bersome and challenging. 

Other customers who have migrated to       
SmartBear include:  

 

HP-Micro Focus Spin-Merge: Why Should 
You Be Concerned? 
In Sept 2016, Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) spun off and 
merged its software assets with Micro Focus for an $8.8 bil-
lion deal. The deal allows HP to focus on its hardware offer-
ings such as networking and storage, while divesting soft-
ware offerings like cybersecurity, big-data analytics platform 
Vertica, and application management company, Mercury In-
teractive. The list of Mercury products includes well known 
tools like HP Unified Functional Testing (UFT), Quality Cen-
ter, LoadRunner, Application Life Cycle Management, among 
others.  

This spin-merge has the potential to cause challenges for    
current HP customers. Here are a few examples. 

Balance Between Cost Consolidation and       
Active Product Development 

The HP Enterprise spin-merge brings a large volume of soft-
ware products to the Micro Focus portfolio. The products 
can be primarily categorized in two main segments: mature 
more stable tools that have been acting as a cash cow for 
HP Enterprise. The products in this category include assets 
like Unified Functional Testing (UFT), Quality Center (QC), 
and LoadRunner. 

On the other hand, the second segment comprises of tools 
that are fast-growing, but with lower margins. HP Autonomy 
and Fortify in fast-growing verticals like data analytics and 
security would traditionally fall into this category. The terms 
of the deal look and product categorization looks something 
like this:  

 

Similar product segmentation can be found across Micro 
Focus as well, with the first Micro Focus portfolio consisting 
of highly-profitable mature software assets focusing on ar-
eas such as COBOL development, identity and access man-
agement, and application delivery and testing. The two 
groups of Micro Focus can be represented as 



	

 

Unlike this mature business, the SUSE portfolio, which Micro 
Focus gained access to through Attachmate acquisition cou-
ple of years ago, provides slimmer margins but better 
growth. 

The plan of Micro Focus seems to be consolidating mature 
slow-growth software business of HP Enterprise and in-
crease operating income margin of this business by 20 
percentage points to around 45 percent. The other part of 
the plan includes using HP tools in fast-growing verticals 
such as analytics and security for growth and building pre-
ferred partnerships with HP on the fast growing SUSE port-
folio to further leverage the growth SUSE has been experi-
encing. This can be represented below: 

 

 

For investors, this plan holds promise – which is probably 
why the stock prices of both HP and Micro Focus soared 
when the news was disclosed to the market. However, 
while the transaction sounds great play for investors, it 
would be interesting to see how Micro Focus tries to bal-
ance investor commitments with customer needs. 

Specifically how Micro Focus tries to build a profitable fran-
chise out of HPE’s mature software business, while balanc-
ing active new product development for trends like Agile, 
Continuous delivery, and Microservices. Such a balance be-
comes even trickier to achieve when the software business 

unit of HP Enterprise has continued to shrink over the past 
three quarters. 

The Case of Overlapping Assets 

The $8.8 billion deal of HP Enterprise with Micro Focus 
comes with a lot of overlapping software assets, resulting 
in a repetitive portfolio for Micro Focus. Take the following 
as an example. Automated Testing tools from Micro Focus 
such as Silk Test and Silk Central Connect overlap with HP 
Unified Functional Testing (UFT), while Micro Focus Con-
nect serves the same purpose as Quality Center. Similar 
overlaps can be found across performance testing space 
as well. 

Such a horizontal merger can cause two specific challenges 
from a HP Enterprise customer point of view. 

First and foremost, it increases concentration and reduces 
competition, and as a result the consolidated business (in 
this case Micro Focus) can raise prices more easily without 
having to worry about losing and alienating customers. 
This particularly doesn’t sound great for HP customers who 
are already spending a large portion of portion of their IT 
budgets on HP tools. To remedy the problem caused by 
such a horizontal merger, the overlapping assets may of-
ten need to be divested. 

The second challenge comes from the aspect of purely 
managing such overlapping assets, primarily because it 
means duplicate product development, sales and market-
ing, general overhead and administrative support. One way 
of overcoming this is consolidating business under one 
roof. 

However, if this consolidation happens and jobs are lost, 
there is large period where feature development takes a 
backseat for enterprise uses of HP. HP enterprise custom-
ers therefore have a lot to figure out in this department 
over the new few months. 

Execution Risk 

Micro Focus has been involved in a series of acquisitions 
since 2006.  This includes its decision to acquire NetMan-
age for close to $73 Million in 2008 and then buying Bor-
land Software for $75 million in 2009. Its 2014 merger with 
Attachmate Group for $2.5bn was the biggest to date.  The 
timeline of previous Micro Focus acquisitions looks some-
thing like this: 



	

 
However, the acquisition of HPE is much different than any-
thing Micro Focus has attempted or had experience with in 
the past. 

HPE Software is not only larger in size than Micro Focus, 
but with annual revenues of around $4.5 billion, the new 
Micro Focus will be three times larger than it was previ-
ously. As a result, the challenge of integrating disparate 
businesses units as well as achieving promised synergies 
through cost reductions in the promised timeline becomes 
more difficult. 

Concerns Regarding Growing Debt Levels 

The acquisition of Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s software 
group has resulted in Micro Focus giving up roughly half of 
its equity along of $5.5 billion of debt financing. The con-
cerns regarding growing debt obligations of Micro Focus 
have in fact promoted a review for downgrade from 
Moody’s. It would thereby interesting to see with integra-
tion costs planned over the next two years, whether Micro 
Focus can reduce debt levels to reduce the Moody’s ad-
justed leverage (debt/EBITDA) from present 4.0 X to 2.5 X. 

With its origins from COBOL Development and having 
performed numerous acquisitions over the past few 
years, Micro Focus has had good experience in improving 
margins of mature software products. However, often 

that has come at the cost of new feature development. As 
a result, it remains to be seen, if it can hold onto the en-
terprise user base of HPE, while improving the margins by 
20 points and not precisely looking to develop new fea-
tures or products. 

An Unbiased Analyst View into                  
HP’s Performance – Gartner 
In a recent report, HPE’s Spinoff/Merge of Its Software Busi-
nesses to Micro Focus May Create Significant Challenges for 
Users, Gartner highlights the uncertainty and challenge the 
spin-merge creates for current HPE customers. 

Following are the Impacts and                  
Recommendations from the Report 
Impacts 
• Adding Hewlett Packard Enterprise's (HPE) ITOM and 

ADM offerings to Micro Focus' portfolio creates signif-
icant, complex and uncertain overlaps that I&O lead-
ers must plan for now. 

• Customers basing their information management 
and governance strategies on HPE's products should 
carefully monitor investment, as long-term strategies 
under Micro Focus are unknown. 

• Spinning off HPE's security software portfolio to Mi-
cro Focus creates uncertainty for I&O leaders about 
future strategic investments in those products. 

• HPE's "big data analytics" businesses are ripe for 
growth that will benefit I&O and data analytics lead-
ers if Micro Focus continues and expands investment 
in these products and product marketing. 

Recommendations 
• Create migration options from HPE ITOM and ADM 

software in case they are needed. 

• Migrate from HPE information governance (archiv-
ing, compliance and backup) solutions that are not in-
novating and don't have solid investment roadmaps 
after the deal closes. 

• HPE has very strong individual offerings in three ar-
eas of information security and no rash actions by 
customers are warranted by this merger. 

• Invest in HPE data analytics software tactically, for 
rapid return on investment, until Micro Focus has 
shown a commitment to strategic growth in these 
technologies. 



	

SmartBear Achieves Highest Score from 
Gartner in Responsive Design Use Case 

Gartner recently released the Critical Capabilities for Software 
Test Automation report on January 10, 2017. This research 
helps application leaders who are modernizing software de-
velopment to evaluate test automation tools across five com-
mon testing use cases. Because the growth of DevOps is cre-
ating a strong need to increase the level of automation, and 
most organizations currently have very low automation rates, 
continuous delivery practices rely on a fully automated deliv-
ery pipeline including automated functional testing, a noted 
key finding in the report. 

The Responsive Design use case signifies the ability to sim-
plify the automated testing of responsive web applications 
that provide a superior user experience on a large variety 
of end-user browsers and devices. 

To help development and testing teams in their research, 
the report looks to rank different software test automation 

vendors based on their ability to simplify the automated 
testing of responsive web applications that are being ac-
cessed from a large variety of end-user browsers and de-
vices. 

The report assesses different vendors against 14 weighted 
critical capabilities and 5 use cases for software test auto-
mation. Gartner also believes that by 2020, DevOps initia-
tives will lead 50% of enterprises to implement continuous 
testing using frameworks and open-source quality tools. 
Hence, support for popular open source frameworks is 
also included as a part of nine critical capabilities. 

TestPlant, SmartBear, Microsoft, HPE, Micro Focus, IBM, Tri-
centis, Ranorex, and WorkSoft are nine vendors that were 
ranked based on the competitiveness of their functional 
test automation tools. 

SmartBear achieved a score of 3.98 out 5 in 
the Responsive Design Use Case.

 

  How    Can Help? 

Use the tools you love, without getting locked into                      
a HP ecosystem
 

In an agile landscape, there are people with varied 
skillsets and different tool preferences working 
tightly together. For example: your manual GUI testers 
may use record-and-replay to create automated tests, 
while automation engineers love to use Selenium. On the 
other hand, developers may like to continue to use Visual 
Studio to create tests. And at the end, you might want to 
run these tests as a part of one regression suite. If you’re 
leading such a team, wouldn’t it be great if you let team 
members use the tool of their choice? This becomes 
nearly impossible when you’re locked into a suite of leg-
acy tools like HPE UFT.  

On the other hand, SmartBear tools are designed to 
work well with the ecosystem of tools you are currently 
using. Whether it’s your engineers writing Selenium tests  

 

 

or developer using Visual Studio to write test scripts, all 
these work with SmartBear’s automated testing tools. 

Free Training  
The goal of our team is to ensure that you are successful 
from the moment you start your free trial, through your 
entire lifecycle as a SmartBear customer. One of the ways 
that we ensure your success is by assigning a customer 
success rep to every SmartBear customer. Your rep is 
just a phone call away if you have any questions regard-
ing the tool. 

At the same time, we realize the rolling out a new tool 
can be successful only if people feel comfortable with the 
tool. And in order to ensure customers get ramped up 
on basic and advanced concepts of using SmartBear  



	

	

tools, your entire team can attend the FREE training. 
When was the last time you received similar FREE train-
ings on HP Testing tools? 

Affordable Straightforward Pricing 
Some people think we’re crazy, but our goal is to get our 
great tools in the hands of every team on the planet, not 
slow innovation with bloated enterprise contracts. Prices 
for all our tools can be found on the website. 

Robust Growing Portfolio  
SmartBear is a proven, trusted partner. We are investing 
in continuously improving our existing products, launch-
ing new products, and acquiring companies to bolster 

our product line and provide additional value to our cus-
tomers. 

Fast, Expert Support 
SmartBear’s Customer Support is staffed by product ex-
perts. It’s completely free with no limits or restrictions. 

Broad Open Source Support 
Broad Open Source Support: SmartBear has been 
rooted in open source from day 1 as the creators of 
SoapUI and Swagger, and we integrate to add value on 
top of open source tools such as Selenium, Appium, Jen-
kins, GitHub, Cucumber, and more.

 

 

Want to see more? See a demo of 
QAComplete today! 

 

                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About SmartBear Software 
Supporting more than five million software professionals and over 20,000 companies in 194 countries, SmartBear is the 
leader in software quality tools for teams. The company’s products help deliver the highest quality and best performing soft-
ware possible while helping teams ship code at nearly impossible velocities. With products for API testing, UI testing, code 
review and performance monitoring across mobile, web and desktop applications, SmartBear equips every development, test-
ing and operations team member with the tools to ensure quality at every stage of the software cycle. For more information, 
visit:	http://www.smartbear.com, or for the SmartBear community, go to:	Facebook,	Twitter,	LinkedIn	or	Google+.	

REQUEST A DEMO 

https://smartbear.com/product/qacomplete/demo-request?sr=hp&md=hpwhitepaper

